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Abstract
Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) promise to be a
critical hardware primitive to provide unique identities
to billions of connected devices in Internet of Things
(IoTs). In traditional authentication protocols a user
presents a set of credentials with an accompanying proof
such as password or digital certificate. However, IoTs
need more evolved methods as these classical techniques
suffer from the pressing problems of password depen-
dency and inability to bind access requests to the “things”
from which they originate. Additionally, the protocols
need to be lightweight and heterogeneous. Although
PUFs seem promising to develop such mechanism, its
unclonability property puts forward an open problem of
how to develop such mechanism without needing to store
the challenge-response pair (CRP) explicitly at the veri-
fier end.
In this paper, we develop an authentication and key
exchange protocol called PUF+IBE by combining the
ideas of Identity based Encryption (IBE) using Crypto-
graphic Pairing with PUFs. We show that this combi-
nation can help to do away with the requirement of ex-
plicitly storing the secret CRPs. The proposed protocol
is based on two security assumptions: (a) physical and
mathematical unclonability of the constituent PUFs, and,
(b) computational intractability of the Elliptic Curve Dis-
crete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP). The security of the
protocol is proved in a formal way under the Session
Key Security and the Universal Composability Frame-
work. A prototype of the protocol has been implemented
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to realize a secured video surveillance camera using a
combination of an Intel Edison board, with a Digilent
Nexys-4 FPGA board comprising of an Artix-7 FPGA,
together serving as the IoT node. We show, though the
stand-alone video camera can be subjected to man-in-
the-middle attack via IP-spoofing using standard network
penetration tools, the camera augmented with the pro-
posed protocol resists such attacks and it suits aptly in
an IoT infrastructure making the protocol deployable for
the industry.

1 Introduction

IoTs have opened up an ubiquitous sensing-
communicating-actuating network with information
sharing across platforms, blended seamlessly in var-
ious areas of modern day-to-day living. But as with
most emerging technologies, innovation comes first,
and security is only an afterthought in reaction to
discovered vulnerabilities. The devices deployed in
an IoT framework usually generate large quantities
of security-sensitive data. PUFs can be proposed
as an unconventional, lightweight hardware security
primitive that provides reasonable degree of security
[18, 30, 32]. A Silicon PUF [25, 35] is a mapping
γ : {0,1}n→{0,1}m, where the output m-bit “response”
are unambiguously identified by both the n “challenge”
bits and the unclonable, instance-specific system be-
haviour. So, it can act as a hardware fingerprint of the
device. PUFs have been proposed in various security
applications such as IC anti-counterfeiting, device iden-
tification and authentication [26], binding hardware to
software platforms [22], secure storage of cryptographic
secrets [48], keyless secure communication [38], etc.
A specific challenge and its corresponding response
together form a Challenge-Response Pair (CRP) for a
given PUF instance. PUF based authentication protocols
rely on a “challenge-response authentication” mecha-
nism, rather than on a single secret cryptographic key.



One of the major security challenges in IoT framework
as presented in [40], is the authentication and key man-
agement of potentially billions of devices deployed in
the network. We try to address this problem and provide
a lightweight and secure solution using PUF and IBE
[4]. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose an authentication and key exchange

protocol combining the concepts of PUF and IBE,
called PUF+IBE. The protocol solves an open prob-
lem in the domain of PUF based protocols, alleviat-
ing necessity of the verifier to store explicitly the
CRP of the PUF. Because of the properties of PUF,
the prover nodes do not need to explicitly store keys,
but rather generate it at run time, based on which
its public and private key are generated. Due to
the properties of IBE, these keys are verified by the
server, without requiring explicit certificate man-
agement. The protocol is also heterogeneous, in the
sense that the verifier, which is often a server, does
not require possession of a PUF and operates with a
standard keyed hash function.
• We prove formally the security of the protocol in

the Session Key Security model and the Universal
Composability framework [5, 6].
• We implement a prototype of the protocol to se-

curely authenticate a video surveillance camera,
commercially purchased and devoid of any inbuilt
security feature. We make a prototype, by con-
necting the camera to a Intel Edison board, provid-
ing the IP and hosting the protocol operation, while
the PUF ID is generated from a connected Artix-7
FPGA. We first show a man-in-the-middle attack on
the commercial video camera, and then show when
the proposed protocol is enabled, the attack is sub-
verted. We show that the protocol is lightweight,
consumes low power, and has a low latency, suiting
the requirements of IoT.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 and 3 , we provide the security assumptions and
the background of the work. In Section 4, we present our
proposed authentication and key exchange protocol. The
correctness and security analyses of the proposed scheme
are described in Section 5. The experimental setup, at-
tack scenario and resource overhead results have been
provided in Section 6. We conclude the paper with fu-
ture research directions in Section 7.

2 Assumptions and Goals

System Model. The setting assumed is that each IoT
node, tries to authenticate to a server and communicate
with the server or with another node. Each node is en-
abled with a PUF and has the capability to perform two
elliptic curve operations, namely scalar multiplication

and a pairing operation along with a standard crypto-
graphic hash function. On the other hand the server, is
assumed to have the capability to compute keyed hash
function, where the key is stored in a Non-volatile mem-
ory.
Threat Model. We assume the adversary can have ac-
cess to the communication channel and can not only be
a passive observer, but can tamper the channel with ma-
licious data as an active adversary. The goal of the ad-
versary is to authenticate to the server on behalf of the
legitimate nodes, without possession of the node. The
PUF challenge-response, which is embedded in the node
is not accessible to the adversary. Further, the attacker
can corrupt the server (as by a malware) and can obtain
access to the databases which the server possesses. How-
ever, we assume that the attacker cannot gain knowledge
of the secret key. We consider man-in-the-middle attacks
on the authentication protocol. The attack is success-
ful if the adversary is able to authenticate a wrong node
by communicating messages based on the eavesdropped
messages sent by legitimate nodes, or by corrupting the
server. The protocol assumes that there is an initial enrol-
ment phase when the node is registered in a trusted envi-
ronment, but when the protocol commences between the
nodes and the verifying server, the databases are accessi-
ble to the adversary. This makes the model more practi-
cal for IoTs as in many such realistic scenarios the server
can be corrupted by adversaries and the server may not
have a PUF hardware. In this work, we do not address
the subsequent encryption of the messages between the
nodes, but sketch that the public-private key pair estab-
lished can be used to communicate using established pro-
tocols [4].
Design Goals. Next, we briefly discuss the design goals
of the proposed PUF based Authentication and Key Ex-
change Protocol:
• No explicit key storage: A primary objective of

the protocol is that instead of having explicit key
storage, a PUF instance will be embedded in each
device which will act in an unpredictable but repet-
itive way to provide unique identity to the devices.

• Lightweightedness and minimal overhead on ex-
ecution time : The hardware overhead and power-
consumption of the PUF enabled node and the la-
tency to authenticate a legitimate node should be
very less.
• No explicit storage of CRP with verifier: Unlike

traditional PUF-based authentication protocols the
verifier will not have access to the CRP database
of the PUF of the prover node. This is to ensure
that if the verifier gets compromised, no one should
be able to mathematically clone the PUF instances
using the CRP databases.
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• Efficient management of public/ private keys
without central authority: The scheme should be
designed in such a way that there is no need to in-
volve central certificate authority to sign the public
keys. A verifier can easily verify the public key of
the prover as it holds information derived from the
PUF instance of the prover. The public-private key
should be suitably tied to the PUF instance of the
node, and that serves as the root of trust.

3 Alternative Approaches and Related
Work

In this section we discuss conventional protocols and
their shortcomings for authentication and key exchange
among the nodes of an IoT system.

3.1 PUF based Protocols
Several lightweight PUF-based authentication proto-
cols [11, 20, 21, 28, 34, 44] have been proposed in the re-
cent past. But in [10], the authors demonstrated several
vulnerabilities such as Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack,
synchronization problem, replay attack, token/server im-
personation that have made these protocols unacceptable
in their original form. Moreover, in most of the PUF
based authentication schemes, a verifier node granting
authenticity to a prover node, has prior access to a subset
of CRP database or a model of the PUF instance embed-
ded at the prover node. Now, if we map this set-up in
a hierarchical network of IoT framework, it may expand
the attack surface substantially, as the integrity of CRP
details at lower level network nodes may get compro-
mised due to easy accessibility. Hence, we cannot adopt
any of these protocols in its current form.
In this paper, we have tried to overcome the above-
mentioned problems through an identity based authen-
tication and key exchange protocol, utilizing the device-
specific behaviour of PUFs. In our scheme, the prover
(resource-constrained) node is PUF-enabled, but the ver-
ifier (less resource-constrained) node does not need to
hold the subset of the CRP database or the model of the
PUF instance. Rather, it contains a keyed hash function
which is used to authenticate the PUF instance without
knowing the actual response of a given challenge. We
have assumed that the key is stored in a secure non-
volatile memory. However, the prover which is often the
data collecting node, does not need to explicitly store any
key, but rather the secret is generated from the response
of a PUF which is embedded in the device.

3.2 Public Key Based Protocols
Authentication and key exchange have been traditionally
handled by the use of public key encryption. The two

conventional ways of handling authentication is by the
use of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or by the use of
Identity Based Encryptions (IBE). In [13], new proto-
cols have been proposed for the IP protection problem on
FPGAs using PUFs and PKI based public key cryptogra-
phy. But PKI has been plagued with several shortcom-
ings of non-uniform standards, and most importantly the
difficulty of handling certificates generated by a trusted
third party, virtually making it infeasible for IoT appli-
cations where billions of devices are expected to com-
municate. As an alternative, identity based encryptions
are attractive as they provide a mechanism of generat-
ing public keys from publicly known information. How-
ever, in classic IBE the secret keys of a node are not tied
to its physical identity, and the proof of identity is usu-
ally in the form of a password or a digital certificate that
include a user’s public key. Moreover, some of these
secrets need to be explicitly stored in the nodes. Fur-
ther, classic IBE requires a Public Key Generator (PKG)
which is used to generate private keys for the nodes and
transfer through secured channels. This makes the key
exchange unwieldy and difficult for real life deployment
for the scalability of IoT applications.
In the proposed protocol, we have blended IBE with
identity generated by the PUF embedded in a node. It
leads to a certificate-less protocol, where no explicit
keys need to be stored in the nodes, while IBE pro-
vides security based on strong well-founded hard prob-
lems. The key exchange in the proposed protocol is
made seamless by allowing the nodes with the PUFs
generating its keys, while the verifier simply checks its
authenticity and passes a verified public key to another
node for further communications. Current availability of
several lightweight hardware and software implementa-
tions [1–3,12,14,23,41,46,47], for elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy and bilinear pairing, and lightweight designs for
PUFs make such a protocol require less hardware area,
consume low power and yet have low latency.
Security of Commercial IoT Appliances. Surprisingly,
even with the growing importance of security, several
IoT appliances have very little to no support for it. As a
use-case, in this paper we study video surveillance cam-
eras, which are considered as a very popular IoT appli-
cation [9,16,43]. Till now, several passive and active at-
tacks [8, 24] such as visual layer attacks, abusing covert
channel and data ex-filtration attacks, jamming, Denial-
of-service, and side channel attacks have been proposed
for video surveillance system. As a countermeasure,
many public key infrastructure based user authentication
protocols [36, 37] were proposed in literature. However
the fact remains that many network-enabled camera ven-
dors do not use data encryption, to increase the through-
put and to decrease memory and power footprint [31,42].
Additionally, some of the current video streaming pro-
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tocols such as RTP, RTSP and video steaming engines
such as WOWZA, Mjpg-Streamer etc. do not even sup-
port secure network protocols such as SSL [45]. This
inspires us to develop PUF based authentication and key
exchange protocol which will ensure the device authen-
tication irrespective of the security level of the network
protocol running on it.

4 PUF+IBE: Proposed Authentication and
Key Exchange Protocol

In this section, we describe the authentication and key
exchange protocol that can be suitably implemented in an
IoT infrastructure. Fig. 1 represents the functional blocks
of the proposed security architecture. The architecture
consists of four major components: the Security Creden-
tial Generator (SCG), the Security Association Provider
(SAP), the Verifier Node and the PUF IoT Node. Smart
IoT nodes, which play the role of prover, reside at the
lowest level of the architecture. In our proposal, we as-
sume these data nodes to be PUF-enabled, and having
low hardware and software footprint and limited com-
putational abilities. They prove their authenticity using
respective embedded PUF instances to the immediate up-
per layer nodes, which play the role of verifier. These
verifier nodes are relatively resourceful, and hence can
execute both classical and unconventional security pro-
tocols. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that the network
infrastructure supports PUF based authentication and key
exchange protocol between the prover data nodes at the
leaf level and the verifier nodes. On the other hand, the
verifier and all the upper layer nodes follow traditional
security algorithms for data confidentiality and integrity.
The proposed protocol has two main phases: In the En-
rolment phase, a CRP database is generated for each of
the IoT data nodes (marked as ‘1’). The CRP databases
(CRPDBs) are assumed to be stored in a secure database
in a trusted environment, outside the reach of the typ-
ical IoT communications. These database entries are
never directly used for authentication. Rather a secu-
rity relationship mapping is created (marked as ‘2’) for
each CRP which hides the input-output correlation of the
PUF instance. These mapping entries are stored in CRP
Mapping Databases (MAPDBs) maintained outside the
trusted environment. Additionally, a randomly gener-
ated key is provided to the verifier for each prover node.
It is stored in a secure NVM and used to dynamically
generate a mapped response for a particular challenge
of a PUF instance. In the Authentication and key ex-
change phase, the verifier uses challenges randomly se-
lected from MAPDB and validates responses from the
prover node dynamically at the time of protocol execu-
tion. The protocol is designed in a way that both the
prover and the verifier mutually authenticate each other.

Finally, the verifier node coordinates between different
prover nodes for generation and sharing of public keys
(marked as ‘3’).
Fig. 2 demonstrates the situation when two prover nodes
try to communicate with each other, their correspond-
ing verifier nodes first authenticate them. Then, public
keys are exchanged between the verifier nodes, followed
by information exchange between the prover nodes via
the verifier nodes. The secrecy and integrity of the mes-
sages are ensured by the classical security mechanisms.
In case of mobile data nodes, if a node moves to a new
location, then it will be connected to a new verifier.
The request/response between the actual verifier and the
prover would be routed using the classical security en-
abled communication channel.

We now describe details of the steps and constructs
used in the proposed security protocol.

4.1 Public Mathematical Parameters
Our scheme requires that the communicating parties
must agree on some mathematical parameters before ini-
tiating communication. For some large prime value q,
we define an elliptic curve and generate three groups G1,
G2 and G3 on the points of an elliptic curve to define
cryptographic pairing. Pairing is an admissible bilinear
map ê: G1×G2→G3 which satisfies the following three
properties:

1. Bilinearity: ∀a,b ∈ F∗q ,∀P ∈ G1,Q ∈ G1 :
e(aP,bQ) = e(P,Q)ab.

2. Non-degeneracy: e(P,Q) 6= 1.
3. Computability: There exist an efficient algorithm

to compute e.
For further details, please refer to Section 2 of [7]. We
also need to choose three secure cryptographic hash
functions: H1: {0,1}n → G∗1, H2: {0,1}n×{0,1}m →
G∗2, H3: G2→{0,1}n, where n and m are the bit lengths
of the PUF response and secret key, respectively, in our
context. So, the public mathematical parameters are: <p,
G1, G2, G3, e, n, H1, H2, H3>.

4.2 Enrolment Phase
Before deploying the nodes in the communication net-
work, the enrolment phase is executed for each node in a
secure and trusted environment. The steps are shown in
Fig. 3, and are summarized as follows:
• A Security Credential Generator (SCG) sends a

random challenge CA to the IoT Node A.
• Node A applies the challenge CA to its PUF, and

generates the output RA = PUF(CA), and returns it
to the SCG.
• The SCG stores the response along with the chal-

lenge by appending <CA,RA> to its CRPDB.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical IoT architecture and proposed secure communication mechanism.
IoT Prover
Node A

Verifier
Node A

Verifier
Node B

IoT Prover
Node B

Classical Security Channel

Request to Authenticate
Prover Node B

Authentication result with public
key of Prover Node B

PUF Authentication

Prover Node B Prover Node A
Public key of

PUF Authentication

Public key of

Public key of Prover Node A

Figure 2: Intergroup communication in the proposed pro-
tocol.

• Next, the SCG uniquely selects an m-bit key KA for
node A and randomly generates an n-bit challenge
CS, and then it calculates:

PS = H2KA(CS),PA = H1(RA)

Then, the SCG randomly selects an element a from

Z∗q and calculates:

B = PA−a ·PS,d1 = H3(H1(CA||CS||a)+B+PS)

In this way, a new tuple <Ca,CS,a,B,d1> is gener-
ated and stored in the MAPDB of the Security Asso-
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ciation Provider (SAP). This procedure is repeated
according to the memory capacity of the SAP and
the SCG.
• Finally, the key KA along with the index of Node A

are stored in the secure non-volatile memory of the
verifier.

At the end of the enrolment phase for a given node A,
the verifier supervising it will have only the secret key.
For authentication, the SAP will transfer an entry ran-
domly from the mapping database of the node A to the
verifier. The verifier will calculate the response of the
PUF on-the-fly to authenticate node A. Here, we have
assumed that the verifier will securely store the secret
key for the keyed hash function in a non-volatile mem-
ory. We can achieve this goal using the commercially
available tamper-proof NVM chips, e.g. those used in
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [17]

4.3 The Authentication and Key Exchange
Phase

The second phase of this protocol performing authenti-
cation and key sharing is described below as shown in
Fig. 4. Consider a situation where IoT node A wishes to
communicate with IoT node B, with both A and B being
at the lowest levels of the IoT hierarchy.
• At first, IoT node A initiates a request to the verifier

for authentication. The verifier forwards the request
to the SAP.
• The SAP randomly chooses an entry
< CA,CS,a,B,d1 > from MapDBA and sends
it back to the verifier.
• Now, the verifier performs the following computa-

tions:
PS = H2KA(CS)

• If d1 == H3(H1(CA||CS||a)+B+PS), then it cal-
culates:

PA = a ·PS +B

• Next, the verifier randomly chooses a value x such
that x ∈R Z∗q and computes:

QA = PA + x ·PS,VA = e(PA,x ·PS)

and sends this value to node A as the tuple <
CA,QA>.
• On receiving the message, node A first calculates

the following:
P′A = H1(PUFA(CA)),P′S = QA−P′A,V

′
A = e(P′A,P

′
S)

• Next, node A randomly chooses two values t and RA
such that t ∈R Z∗q and RA ∈R G∗1. Then it computes
the public and private key pair:

KAPUB = t ·QA,KAPRV = t ·RA

and it sends the verifier the tuple <
V ′A,KAPUB,RA,H3(P′S +KAPUB +RA)>.

• If VA equals V ′A and H3(P′S +KAPUB +RA) equals
H3(x ·PS +KAPUB +RA), the verifier accepts node
A as an authenticated device, and accepts its public
key.

• Since node A wishes to communicate with node B,
it needs the verifier to authenticate node B. Hence,
the verifier follows a similar procedure for node
B as described above to authenticate node B, and
accepts its public key KBPUB upon successful au-
thentication. Finally, it sends node A the tuple <
KBPUB,QB,RB,H3(PA +KBPUB +QB +RB)>. On
receiving it, if node A finds that H3(PA +KBPUB +
QB +RB) equals H3(P′A +KBPUB +QB +RB), then
the verifier is authenticated, as only the verifier can
retrieve the value of PA using PS, and node A accepts
the public key of node B.

5 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyse the proposed protocol using
Session Key Security model and Universal Composabil-
ity Framework.

5.1 Session-Key Security
Definition 1 (Security by Indistinguishability) Two
games, Game1 and Game2 are constructed in which the
adversary communicates with the protocol under consid-
eration. If no feasible adversary can distinguish whether
she is interacting with Game1 or Game2, then the proto-
col is said to be indistinguishable and secure.

Under this scheme, two adversarial models are consid-
ered: In the Unauthenticated-link Adversarial Model
(UM), a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) attacker
can modify the messages sent over the network and
schedule the protocol functioning, e.g., control the proto-
col initiation, cause delay in message delivery, etc. In the
weaker model namely the Authenticated-link Adversar-
ial Model (AM), the PPT attacker is restricted and cannot
hamper the integrity of the messages.
We prove that our protocol is secure against UM, which
in turn ensures that the protocol is secure against AM.
Consider the following experiment under UM: the at-
tacker Λ chooses to attack a session under test, and let κ

be the shared session key of the session. A random coin
tossing is performed, with its result encoded as a bit b. If
b = 0, the value κ is given to the attacker Λ, otherwise a
random value r, chosen from the probability distribution
of keys generated by the protocol π . The attacker outputs
a bit b′ at the end.

Definition 2 (Session Key Secure (SK-Secure) Proto-
col) A key-exchange (KE) protocol π is called SK-secure
if the following properties hold for any KE-adversary Λ

in the UM:
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Security Credential Generator

RA = PUFA(CA)

PUF Enabled Verifier

KA

PA = H1(RA) and PS = H2KA
(CS)

a ∈R Z∗
q

CS ∈R {0,1}n and KA ∈R {0,1}m

B = PA − a ·Ps

d1 = H3(H1(CA||CS||a) +B +PS)

RA

CA

< CA,CS, a,B,d1 >
Append < CA,CS, a,B,d1 > for

IoT Node A Security Association Provider

Stores < Node A,KA >

Randomly chooses a Challenge CA.

Append < CA,RA > into CRPDB.

Node A into MAPDB.

in NVM.

Figure 3: Enrolment phase of the proposed protocol.

IDA

CA,QA

KAPUB = t ·QA

IDA, IDS

IoT Node A Security Association ProviderPUF Enabled Verifier

< CA,CS, a,B,d1 > ∈R MAPDBA

< CA,CS, a,B,d1 >

If H3(H1(CA||CS||a) +B +PS) == d1

then, it calculates the following :

PA = aPS +B

QA = PA + x ·PS

PS = H2KA
(CS)

x ∈R Z∗
q

KAPRV = t ·RA

P′
S = QA −P′

A

VA = e(PA,xPS)

V′
A = e(P′

A,P
′
S)

t ∈R Z∗
q

RA ∈R G∗
1

P′
A = H1(PUFA(CA))

V′
A,KAPUB,RA,

H3(P′
S +KAPUB +RA)

If VA == V′
A and

H3(KAPUB +P′
S +RA) ==

H3(KAPUB + xPS +RA)

Node A is authenticated.

Similarly, AP authenticates Node B.KBPUB,QB,RB,

If H3(KBPUB +QB +RB +PA) ==

Node A accepts the public key of Node B.

AP is authenticated and

H3(KBPUB +QB +PB +P′
A)

H3(PA +KBPUB +QB +RB)

Figure 4: The authentication and key exchange phase.

1. Protocol π satisfies the property that if two uncor-
rupted parties successfully complete a session then
they both output the same key, and,

2. the probability that Λ guesses correctly the bit i.e.,
b′ = b is more than 1

2 by only a negligible quantity.

5.2 Security Assumptions
As mentioned previously, there are two security assump-
tions at the foundation of the secure communication pro-
tocol proposed. The first security assumption is the
physical and mathematical unclonability of PUFs by
a polynomial-time algorithm, which implies that it is
computationally infeasible to construct the challenge-
response mapping of an arbitary PUF instance. Al-
though most PUF variants are physically unclonable at
the current state-of-the-art (a notable exception being
the successful effort of SRAM PUF cloning reported
in [15]), successful mathematical modeling (“model-
building attacks”) have been widely reported [39]. How-

ever, by choosing relatively secure PUF variants such as
Lightweight Secure PUF or XOR PUF [39], we can avoid
both physical and mathematical cloning in practice. This
security assumption is formalized in the definitions be-
low:

Definition 3 (Decisional Uniqueness Problem (DUP)
for PUF) Given an n-bit output of an arbitrary PUF in-
stance PUFAdv, a challenge C and an n-bit string z ∈
{0,1}n, the DUP aims to decide whether z = PUFN(C)
for a PUF instance PUFN , or a random n-bit string.

Definition 4 (Decisional Uniqueness Problem As-
sumption) The problem of fabricating a PUF instance
PUFN using another instance PUFAdv is hard, and for all
probabilistic, polynomial time algorithm A , there exists
a negligible function negl(·) such that:

| Pr[A (C,PUFAdv,z) = 1]−
Pr[A (C,PUFAdv,PUFN(C)) = 1] |6 negl(n)
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where n is the number of response bits of the PUF in-
stance.

This implies that given an arbitrary challenge C and an
arbitrary PUF instance PUFAdv, the adversary A behaves
almost identically, for a random element z ∈ {0,1}n, and
the actual n-bit response PUFN(C). Another way of in-
terpreting the Decisional Uniqueness Problem Assump-
tion is that the ensemble of tuples of type (C,PUFAdv,z)
is computationally indistinguishable from the ensemble
of tuples of type (C,PUFAdv,PUFN(C)).

The second important security assumption is the com-
putational infeasibility of the Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP):

Definition 5 (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Prob-
lem (ECDLP)) Let E(K) be a discrete elliptic curve over
a finite field K; let there exist points P,Q ∈ E(K) such
that Q ∈<P>, where P is a primitive point (capable of
generating any arbitrary point on E(K)), and <P> de-
notes the set of points generated by adding P to itself k
times, for some integer k. The ECDLP problem is to find
the value of the scalar multiple k, given P and Q. ECDLP
is considered computationally intractable at the current
state-of-the-art for proper choices of the curve E(K).

5.3 Correctness Proof of the Proposed
Scheme

We consider a setting with two parties, IoT node A and
the verifier monitoring the authentication procedure of
node A. We denote the protocol by π . Recall that node A
and the verifier contain PUF instance PUFA and a secure
NVM storing KA. Moreover, let out putnodeA,π(CA,QA)
and out putS,π(CA,CS,a,B) denote the respective outputs
of node A and the verifier. We assume that this output
takes the form of an element of G∗3 that is supposed to
be considered as the identity of node A, and should be
shared by node A and the verifier. Hence,

out putnodeA,π(CA,QA) = e(H1(PUFA(CA),

QA−H1(PUFA(CA))

and
out putS,π(CA,CS,a,B) = e(a ·H2KA(CS)+B,x ·H2KA(CS))

Next, we present the definition of the correctness require-
ment. It states that, except with negligible probability,
node A and the verifier will generate the same identity,
and only node A will be authenticated to the verifier.

Definition 6 (Correctness of Protocol) A protocol π for
authentication and key exchange is denoted as correct if
there exists a negligible function negl(·), such that for
every possible value of n:

Pr[out putnodeA,π(CA,QA) 6= out putS,π(CA,CS,a,B)]6 negl(n)

It can be observed that:

e(a ·H2KA(CS)+B,x ·H2KA(CS)) = e(PA,x ·H2KA(CS)) =

e((H1(PUFA(CA)),QA−H1(PUFA(CA))

This means that node A and the verifier will output
the same value, thereby proving the correctness of the
scheme.
It may be noted that the rationale for the choices of
the public and private keys are based on [4]. The ex-
act description of the encryption process is beyond the
scope of the present work, but for the sake of com-
pleteness, we would like to sketch that for encryption.
For a random string w, the node A can compute, a
string λ = e(KBPUB,RB)

w = e(t ·QB,RB)
w=e(QB,RB)

t·w,
which can be used to confide a message to be sent to
node B. The encryptor sends a hint for w to node B,
which is w ·QB. The decryptor node B using the hint
and its private key can compute this string by calculating
e(w ·QB,KBPRV )=e(w ·QB, t ·RB)=e(QB,RB)

t·w=λ . This
explains briefly the choices for the public and private
keys in the proposed key exchange protocol.

5.4 Security Proof of the Proposed Scheme
From the security perspective, an authentication and key
exchange protocol is secure if the output VA generated by
node A and the verifier are identical, and no adversary
can correctly guess VA for the challenge <CA,CS,a,B>
and x chosen randomly. This has been formulated by giv-
ing an adversary the values<CA,CS,a,B> from a proto-
col execution, and observing whether she can distinguish
between VA generated by node A, and the verifier, or a
completely random element of G∗3.
We would show that breaking the proposed protocol is
at least as difficult as solving the Decisional Uniqueness
Problem for PUFs, i.e., a successful attack on the pro-
posed protocol implies a feasible solution to the Deci-
sional Uniqueness Problem for PUFs. In order to demon-
strate this, an experiment has been presented next.
Let Adv be a probabilistic, polynomial time adversary,
and the number of PUF response bits be n. Then,
consider the following experiment:
The Eavesdropping Authentica-
tion and Key Exchange Experiment
Authadv,π(n,ζ ,PUFAdv,VA0 ,VA1) :

1. The adversary Adv is provided:
(a) A PUF instance PUFAdv and ζ =<

CA,CS,a,B,QA > where QA = ((a ·
H2KA(CS)+B)+(x ·H2KA(CS))).

(b) Two identities VA0 and VA1 , calculated based
on a chosen random bit b ∈ {0,1}:

VAb = e(a ·H2KA(CS)+B,x ·H2KA(CS))

VA1−b = h ∈R G∗3
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2. The adversary Adv will output a value b′. If b = b′,
the adversary Adv succeeds in the experiment.

Next we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The authentication and key exchange proto-
col π is secure in the presence of eavesdropping adver-
saries if the Decisional Uniqueness Problem Assumption
holds.

proof 1 To prove this, we show that the protocol π

is secure if the adversary succeeds in the experiment
Authadv,π with probability that is at most negligibly
greater than 1

2 , i.e., for every probabilistic polynomial
time adversary Adv, there exists a negligible function
negl(·) such that:

Pr[Authadv,π = 1]6 1
2 +negl(n)

Let us assume that the adversary Adv has some non-
negligible advantage ε in breaking the protocol π . Then
we can construct an algorithm B which will have the
same advantage ε in breaking the Uniqueness prob-
lem. Now, the algorithm B takes as input a random
Uniqueness Problem tuple (CA,PUFAdv,zA) (where zA =
PUFA(CA) or one random string belongs to {0,1}∗ ) and
proceeds as follows:

1. SetUp: Provide Adv with PUFAdv.
2. Input tuple:

(a) First it randomly chooses PS and x.

(b) It calculates PA = H1(zA).

(c) Then it calculates:

QA = PA + x ·PS

(d) Then sets ζ =<CA,CS,a,B,QA >, which is
perfectly random to the adversary Adv.

(e) Next, it randomly chooses b ∈ {0,1}.
(f) It then calculates VAb = e(PA,x ·PS) and

VA1−b = h ∈R G∗3
(g) The algorithm B finally provides Adv the in-

put tuple < ζ ,VA0 ,VA1 >. If zA = PUFA(CA)
, then VAb will be equal to e(PA,x ·PS) and it
will a valid input tuple. Otherwise, VA0 ,VA1
both will be some random element of G∗3.

3. Guess: The adversary Adv returns b′, a guess of b.
If b = b′, then the algorithm B returns 1, implying
that zA are the correct responses of CA. Otherwise,
it returns 0.

Hence, it is proved that the adversary Adv has the same
advantage ε as the adversary B. But, due to the hard-
ness of Uniqueness Problem, ε should be negligible.
Hence,

Pr[Authadv,π = 1]6 1
2 +negl(n)

Once the authentication is done successfully, node A se-
lects a random value t ∈R Z∗q . Then, it locally calculates
{public,private} key pair K1PUB = t ·QA and K1PRV =
t ·RA. It keeps K1PRV secret and sends K1PUB to the ver-
ifier over the authenticated link. Now assuming the com-
plexity of the Computational Discrete Log Problem, the
probability that the adversary Adv can retrieve the value
of t from K1PUB, knowing the value of QA is negligi-
ble. Hence the adversary Adv fails to calculate the correct
value of private key K1PRV .
If we consider the AM adversarial model, the adversary
Adv is restricted to only deliver messages truly generated
by the parties without any change or addition to them;
hence she fails to calculate the private key of node A.
On the other hand, in the UM adversarial model, any
change in the message sent over the channel will end
up with difference in the hashed value of the message at
the data node and sever node. From the result obtained
in the previous theorem, we conclude that: based on
the complexity assumption of the Computational Dis-
crete Log Problem, Decisional Uniqueness Problem
and that the hash function is collision resistant, the
authentication and key-exchange protocol π is SK-
secure in AM as well as in UM model.
Hence, DUP ∧ ECDLP→ π is SK-secure.

=⇒ π is not SK-secure→¬ DUP ∨ ¬ ECDLP.
Next, we prove the compatibility of the scheme with the
universal composability framework.

5.5 Security under Universal Composabil-
ity Framework

The basic objective of Universal Composability (UC)
framework is to guarantee that any key exchange pro-
tocol provides the same security for any other protocol
which wants to set up session keys between two parties,
even when it runs in parallel with an arbitrary set of other
protocols in a distributed communication network. We
prove that the method of key exchange as proposed in
this work is also compatible with similar composability
properties. It follows the approach referred as “security
by emulation of an ideal process”. The primary concept
of this principle is as given below [5]:

1. The model of protocol execution consists of the
communicating parties running the protocol and the
adversary which are modeled as Interactive Turing
Machines (ITMs).

2. We formulate an “ideal process” F that picks up
the task f of the desired functionality. In the ideal
process F all communicating parties provides in-
puts to an “idealized trusted party” which locally
performs the task, and sends each party its desired
output.
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Figure 5: The view of Authadv,π when it is run as a sub-
routine of B ( [19]).

3. Additionally, a new algorithmic object, called the
“environment machine” E , is added in this compu-
tational model, which is considered to consist of ev-
erything external to the current protocol execution,
such as other protocol executions and their adver-
saries, human users, etc.

4. The adversary Λ can directly interact with E
throughout the execution of the protocol. They can
exchange information after each message or output
generated by a party running the protocol. The envi-
ronment E also has the permission to apply inputs
to the communication parties, and collect outputs
from them. But the environment E is constrained to
collect outputs of the main program running in each
party, and not the output from the subroutines called
from that main program.

5. A protocol π securely realizes the task f if π em-
ulates the ideal process F , i.e., if there exists an
adversary Λ which attacks protocol π , there also ex-
ists a “simulator” S that achieves similar adversar-
ial effect by interacting with the ideal process F .
In addition, no environment E can tell with non-
negligible probability of success whether it is inter-
acting with Λ and π , or with S and F for f .

5.6 UC Security of the Proposed Key Ex-
change Phase

The main concept of asymmetric key exchange ideal
functionality FAKE is that: if both the communicating
parties are honest, the functionality provides them with
two random identities, which is written directly to the
party’s input tape. The adversary cannot have access to
the tape, hence the values are invisible to her. If one
of the communicating parties is corrupt, then the adver-
sary can easily determine the identity of the corrupt party.
FAKE is parameterized by an integer N (the total number
of permissible sessions), where a verifier runs with ex-
actly t data nodes and the simulator S . The working
principle of FAKE has been shown the Fig. 6. Next we
prove the security of FAKE .

Theorem 2 Protocol π securely realizes functionality
FAKE .

proof 2 Here we assume that (a) the adversary pos-
sesses a PUF instance; (b) queries to the PUF are gen-
uinely handed on to the simulator S ’s PUF, and (c) the
PUF’s answers are forwarded unmodified to the query-
ing party throughout all the simulations. We consider
different usage and security scenarios in turn.
Case-1: Verifier and node A are honest:

• Setup: Whenever the function-
ality FAKE receives message
(establish− sessionAKE, sid, Node A, Verifier)
for the first time, the simulator S queries the PUF
instance PUFA for k random challenges C1, C2,...,
Ck, and obtains responses RA1, RA2,..., RAk. Then, it
creates a list LA of k challenge-response pairs.

• It then hands over PUFA to node A.

• On receiving a message
(establish− sessionAKE, sid, Node A, Verifier),
FAKE increments p by one and the simulator S
sends (deliverAKE , sid, Veri f ier) to FAKE .

• FAKE then sends (deliverAKE , sid, VA, Veri f ier) to
the verifier.

• Now the simulator S is activated again and it sim-
ulates that the server sends (CA,QA) to node A.

• When the adversary Λ instructs to send the lat-
ter message to node A, the simulator S sends
(deliverAKE , sid, VA, Node A) to FAKE .

• The probability that the value of e((PUFA(CA),x ·
H2KA(CS)) is equal to VA is negligible (as proved in
Section 5.4).

Case-2: Verifier is corrupt:

• The simulator S let Verifier to instantiate PUFA,
and hands it over to node A.

• When the adversary Λ instructs to deliver message
(CA,QA), then the simulator S can easily evaluate
VA = e(a ·H2KA(CS)+B,x ·H2KA(CS)), as the server
is corrupt. But it is to be noted that S does not have
access to KA. It can only get the final value of VA.

• It next sends (choose −
valueAKE , sid, Node A, Veri f ier, VA) to FAKE as
it has already calculated the value of VA and F
increments the value of p by one.

• Finally, S sends the messages
(deliverAKE , sid, VA, Node A) to FAKE .

• Hence in this case the ID provided by F and the
identity calculated from the challenges given by the
server is same.
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Node A, Verifier) ?
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(deliverAKE, sid, VA, Verifier).

S writes on his input tape

Verifier ?)

If there exists a tuple

(establish− sessionAKE, sid, Node A,

Figure 6: The asymmetric key exchange ideal functionality.

• But node A later chooses a random value t ∈ Z∗q
after getting the VA, and calculates the public and
private keys using them. Hence, the simulator S
as well as the adversary Λ cannot guess the asym-
metric key pairs for node A. This is due to fact that
the security of elliptic curve cryptography rests on
the assumption that the elliptic curve discrete log-
arithm problem (ECDLP) is hard. Now as node A
randomly selects the value of t and QA,RA are the
points on the elliptic curve, it is assumed to be hard
to predict the value of t by the simulator S and the
adversary Λ. So, we can say that even if the server
gets corrupted for a limited time, the keys of the le-

gitimate users are not compromised which in turn
ensures that the data communicated between two
nodes cannot be retrieved by the corrupted server.

Case-3: node A is corrupt:
This case covers the situation if a party willingly hands

over its PUF to the adversary Λ. So, in this case, we
show that the adversary Λ can easily retrieve the value
of private key for that particular party.

• The set up phase is same as given in Case-1.

• On receiving a message (establish −
sessionAKE , sid, Node A, Veri f ier), the sim-
ulator S increments p by one and sends
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Figure 7: Experimental setup for smart IoT node.

(choose− valueAKE , sid, Node A, Veri f ier, VA) to
FAKE .
• It is activated again and sends

(deliverAKE , sid, Veri f ier) to FAKE .
• Verifier writes the VA on its local tape and S is ac-

tivated again.
• It simulates the server sending (CA,VA) node A.
• When the adversary Λ instructs to deliver

the latter message to node A, S sends
(deliverAKE , sid, VA, Node A) to FAKE .
• If Node is corrupted, then Λ can easily find out the

random value chosen from Z∗q for calculating the
private and public keys, and hence the value of the
private keys are compromised.

Hence, the scheme securely realizes the ideal functional-
ity FAKE .

6 Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we describe an experimental evaluation
of the effectiveness of the proposed protocol to prevent
an attack on an IoT application, including the incurred
hardware and performance overheads.

6.1 Attack Scenario
We consider a scenario whereby a video camera trans-
mits unencrypted captured video over a network. An ad-
versary intercepts the network traffic to launch a “man-
in-the-middle attack” and a “replay attack”, to poten-
tially modify the information received at the receiver. To
prevent this IP spoofing and impersonation attack, the
camera in conjunction with a PUF mapped on a FPGA
and an embedded board emulates an IoT node. The sce-
nario is illustrated in Fig. 8.

6.2 Experimental Setup
The off-the-shelf hardware components used in the at-
tack are: an Intel Edison embedded development plat-
form, a Digilent Nexys-4 FPGA board containing Xil-
inx Artix-7 FPGA, and a Logitech HD UVC camera as
shown in Fig. 7.

In general scenario, the Logitech camera is connected to
Intel Edison Board through a USB interface to form an
IoT node. An mjpg-streamer software is run on the Edi-
son board to capture video using the camera, and send
to a PC (the receiver) through WiFi. The PC then dis-
plays the received video in a web browser using the IP
address of the Edison board. Both the camera and the PC
are connected to the same WiFi network. Next, we use
the hacking software tools enabled by Kali Linux [33] as
mentioned below and perform a man-in-the-middle and
replay attack on this setup, through the following steps:

• First, the attacker finds out the IP address of the Edi-
son board from the network ARP table using the arp
command.
• The video packets are then sniffed using IP for-

warding and ettercap tool and these frames are
saved in the attacker’s machine using the driftnet
tool as shown in Fig.9.
• The attacker starts scanning the network in moni-

tor mode to get the router’s BSSID and associated
clients using the airmon-ng and airodump-ng tools.

• Next, it de-authenticates the Edison board from the
network using the deauth option in the aireplay-ng
tool. Once this is done, the video stream stops at
PC’s end for a short interval of time as shown in
Fig. 9.
• Then, the attacker spoofs the IP address of the

Edison board and starts streaming the pre-captured
video using the same mjpg-streamer tool.
• Now, the receiver PC actually gets data from the at-

tacker’s computer, which can either be a replayed or
modified version of the video stream captured ear-
lier.

Next, the PUF circuitry is implemented on the Xilinx
Artix-7 FPGA and is connected to the Edison Board.
The communication between FPGA and Edison board
is established through a Universal Asynchronous Re-
ceive/Transmit (UART) interface. The Edison board,
Artix-7 FPGA and the camera together form a smart IoT
node and can act as a prover. The receiver PC acts as the
verifier that can generate and validate the response of the
PUF instance embedded in Artix-7, and subsequently au-
thenticate the IoT node. Now, with the modified set up,
the system works as follows: before streaming the video
in the web page, the PC first authenticates the Edison
board using our proposed protocol and validates the pub-
lic keys. Later, if the attacker de-authenticates the Edison
board from the network, the video streaming will stop at
PC’s end. Before reloading the web page, the PC again
re-authenticates the device of the video source. This is
where the adversary fails to authenticate herself as she
does not possess the correct PUF instance.
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Figure 8: Attack on video surveillance system and protection against it: (a) and (b) show the successful attack in the
absence of PUF based authentication mechanism, while (c) and (d) show the prevention of the attack in the presence
of the proposed PUF based authentication system.

Figure 9: The video frames are saved in jpeg format in the adversary’s machine using driftnet tool which are used for
replay (left) and the camera is de-authenticated from the wireless network by the adversary using aireplay tool (right).

6.3 Experimental Results

The PUF design and implementation was performed us-
ing Xilinx ISE (v 14.2) design environment. We applied
a 64-bit challenge as a seed to a circular left shift mod-
ule. After 10 cycles, the output of the module was in-
put to the LSPUF [27], and the 10-bit output from the
PUF was stored. This process was repeated 5 times to
get a 50-bit response from the PUF. As hardware over-
head for deploying the PUF in the FPGA, the number
of required Slices, Registers and LUTs are 547, 288 and
1347 respectively. The power consumption of the circuit
reported by Xilinx XPower Analyzer CAD software tool
was 0.044 W.
For software implementation of the elliptic curve cryp-
tographic operations, we used the MIRACL Crypto SDK
[29], which provides a C++ software library for ellip-
tic curve cryptography. The specification of the elliptic
curve is as follows: the 512 bit prime number p= 8D50
06492B424C09D2FEBE717EE382A57EBE3A352FC3
83E1AC79F21DDB43706CFB192333A7E9CF644636
332E83D90A1E56EFBAE8715AA07883483F8267E80

ED3, order r=800000000000000000000000000000000
0020001; the curve being y2 = x3 +Ax+B where: A=-
3 and B=609993837367998001C95B87A6BA872135E
26906DB4C192D6E038486177A3EDF6C50B9BB20D
F881F2BD05842F598F3E037B362DBF89F0A62E587
1D41D951BF8E. We ported our implementations to the
Edison platform. Overall, the executable took approxi-
mately 512 kB of memory on the Edison board. The la-
tency overhead incurred running the end-to-end authen-
tication scheme before the video streaming was approx-
imately 480.11 ms on average. These overhead results
demonstrates that the proposed protocol can be imple-
mented while incurring acceptable resource and perfor-
mance overhead.

7 Conclusions

We have developed a secure PUF based authentication
and certificate-less identity based key exchange proto-
col. Formal security proofs for the protocol have been
formulated under the SK security and UC framework.
The asymmetric nature of the protocol overcomes the
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shortcomings of previously proposed CRP based PUF
authentication mechanism and suits appropriately in a
distributed IoT framework. We have also demonstrated
an attack on a prototype video surveillance system, and
showed how the proposed scheme can be useful in miti-
gating the security vulnerability at low hardware and per-
formance overheads. In future, our research work will be
directed towards optimization of the resources for frame
encryption and investigating side-channel attacks on the
proposed protocol implementation.
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